Theatre costume design

Materials and Techniques: pencil and watercolour on paper

Credit Line: Given by the Friends of the Museum of Performance

Museum number: S.675-2019

Gallery location: In Storage

Descriptive line
Costume design by Sophie Fedorovitch for an Italian character in an unidentified production

Physical description
Costume design showing a woman in a grey and light brown wrap around dress worn over a white kneelength under dress. She has white shoes and a red cap

Dimensions
Height: 40.5 cm, Width: 27.3 cm

Museum number
S.675-2019

Object history note
Acquired by Richard Buckle for £160 as part of a large lot of Fedorovitch’s designs at the auction of Simon Fleet's estate in Salisbury for his Friends of the Museum of Performance. Given by Buckle on behalf of the Friends of the Museum of Performance to the V&A

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1513846/theatre-costume-design/